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A scream, a fulsome yell, the cry of the new-born. A
new spark of life flickering in this war-tom world. The
parents looked at each other, an exhausted smile on her
face. The joyous wail of life echoing through the
cavern, lit dimly by burning torches. Here they were
safe from sensors, and for that small mercy they were
thankful. The chance to live away from control and
slavery.

A flicker of light in a tunnel. Some travellers return
unsuccessful. The traitor was still alive. They'd have to
go back again, and next time they had to succeed.
Suddenly a tall, white-haired man appears, unexpected.

"He must have followed us through ... damn
him!" one rebel whispers to his comrade. Down the
tunnel a mechanical voice grates orders out. Rapid
footsteps ring through the tunnel.

"Quickly! This way!" the rebel calls to the
newcomer. The newcomer turns, faintly ridiculous in
his dandy clothing.

"Daleks ..." he spits under his breath.

A worker collapses, writhing in pain and exhaustion.
Only one other stops to help him. The rest ignore him.
The Good Samaritan never had projected energy
weapons pointing at him. As an incentive to pass by on
the other side it was second to none.

"Return to your work! Return ..."
"But he will die without help!"
"His life is irrelevant. return to work or you

shall all be exterminated."
Daleks always won this sort of argument.

On an overlooking hillside, eyes hundreds of years old
gaze at the slave factory. Tears and anger gathered in
them, the velvet-jacketed Timelord fights an internal
battle not to let his feelings show to the young rebel
beside him.

"It's not supposed to be like this. It was never
supposed to be like this," he mutters to himself

"What?"
"Nothing, nothing ..." Billions dead in a dirty

war. Earth weakened, a nuclear explosion without
fallout...

"Come on," he says, turning to the rebel. "We
have work to do."

Two hundred years earlier the white-haired Timelord
steps out of nothingness. Once more billions of lives
rested on his shoulders. One day he would have to take
steps to solve this problem once and for all. Do
something about the Daleks. That could wait; for now
he must stop the rebels causing the very event they
were trying to stop.

Deep underground the baby quiets, begins to look
around its new world. Something inside him recognises
his mother. A face he could trust. the baby begins to
smile. Even in a world conquered by Daleks hope C3n
exist. This new life burning bright now. Maybe the child
would rid the earth of daleks. He has the potential The
pattern of his life is as yet unforrned.

The Doctor, of course, succeeded. Billions of lives
were saved. Nuclear war never occurred. The Daleks
were never able to invade.

Suddenly, and yet always, the baby never even existed
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